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Abstract 
We prove, in primitive recursive arithmetic, an extension of a theorem established by Milliken 
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1. Introduction 
Let A be a finite set. Recall that a k-parameter word of  length n over A is a word 
w of length n over the alphabet A U {21 . . . . .  2k} where {,~l . . . . .  2k} NA = (3, such that 
each of  the parameters 2i occurs at least once in the word w. In the sequel, we assume: 
the parameters 2i to be linearly ordered by the indices i and that, for 1 ~< i < j ~< k, the, 
first occurrence of  2i precedes the first occurrence of ,~j in w. The set of  such words is. 
denoted by A(2 ). I f  w E A(2 ), we say that w is an ascending parameter word when. 
for 1 ~<i < j ~ k, each occurrence of 2i precedes each occurrence of 2/ in w. The set 
of  ascending k-parameter words of  length n over A is denoted by A < (2)" If w c A ( ; ' )  
and f E A (~) ,  we define f o w ~ a (7,) to be the word obtained from f by replacing. 
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for every i ~< m, each occurrence of fl-i in f by the ith letter in w. It is clear that f o w 
will be ascending when f and w are. 
In [4], Milliken studied partitions of  infinite ascending parameter words over 
singleton alphabets. By using a compactness argument, Milliken deduced the following 
Theorem A (Milliken [4]). For given s,m,r>~ 1, there exists some P = P(s,m,r) such 
that for all r-partitions "Z of [1] < (,~), there exists some f E [1] < (m P) such that 
z ( f  o w) assumes a constant value for all w E [ l]< (~'). 
An independent proof, due to Ne~etfil and R6dl, appears in [5]. 
We shall generalize this result in two distinct ways. Firstly, instead of singleton 
alphabets, we shall consider arbitrary finite alphabets and, secondly, we shall study 
partitions, not only of  ascending parameter words, but of  all possible algebraic fac- 
torisations of  these words. The proofs are constructive and are executed in primitive 
recursive arithmetic. This yields, for example, primitive recursive bounds for the num- 
bers P(s,m,r) in Theorem A. 
The result of Milliken does not extend to alphabets of more than one element. How- 
ever, Pr6mel and Voigt [6] have studied the Ramsey properties of infinite ascending 
parameter words over arbitrary finite alphabets with respect o Baire partitions. 
If u E A < (~I), then a factorisation of u is a sequence ~ = (u~ . . . . .  uk) of words 
such that u = u l . . .  uk. For i = 2 . . . . .  k, let xi be the first letter that occurs in ui and for 
i = 1,. . . ,k,  let A i be the set of  parameters of  ui, Note that xi can be a parameter. By 
the type of ~, denoted by type(T), we mean the sequence (Ai, (x2, A2) . . . . .  (xk, A~.)). 
With any f E A < (',~i), u E A < ("!) and a factorisation ~ = (ul . . . . .  uk) of  u one 
can associate a factorisation f ,~  of f o u as follows: We construct a factorisation 
( f l  . . . . .  f k )  of  f where, for i~>2, the first letter of  f i  is ,~,,(i), with v(i) = lu l l+.. .  + 
lui_ll + 1 and, moreover, the parameter )~,.(i) occurs in no f~ with j < i. Then, we set 
f *u  -- ( f l  o ul . . . . .  fk o uk). It follows directly from the construction that 
type( f ,~)  = type(T). (1) 
We shall prove the following 
Theorem B. For s,m,r>~l, and a finite alphabet A, there exists some M = 
M(IA], s, m, r) such that, for every r-colouring Z of the class of Jactorisations of words 
in A < (~) ,  there exists some f E A < (~)  such that for all u E A < (~) and all fac- 
torisations ~ of u, the colour of f ,K with respect to Z will depend on the type of 
only. 
Our proof is such that the number M depends primitive recursively on the parameters 
]Ai,s,m and r. 
With every primitive recursive function g, one can associate a natural number, L(g), 
the loop complexity of g. (See, for example, [10] for a discussion.) Roughly speaking, 
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one says L(g)<~n, if, starting with addition, one can find a program for computing 
g which involves at most n nested loops. For example, the loop complexity for the 
function computing the well-known Ramsey numbers is at most three [3] while, as 
was shown by Shelah [9], for the van der Waerden numbers the loop complexity is at 
most four. Our proof will yield a loop complexity of at most seven for the function 
M in Theorem B. 
Note that, for given s ,m, r  and a finite alphabet A, there is no number M with the 
property that for every r-colouring 7~ as in Theorem B, there is an f C A <(~!) which 
is monochromatic for all f ,~  with u C A < ("').  Indeed, it follows from ( I )  that the 
most one can hope for, is to find an f such that )~(f ,~) depends on the type of 
only. In this sense, the result is the best possible. 
In brief our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we express Theorem B in terms of so- 
called parameter words over multi-alphabets. It will become clear that we are actually 
studying the preservation of  structure under partitions of  substitution systems which can 
also undergo various stage transitions. In Section 3 we introduce algebraic onstructions 
which reduce the result to a simpler tbrm. The proof is completed in Section 4. 
2. Parameter words over multi-alphabets 
Let A = {ai . . . . .  a~} be a finite set (alphabet), let s be a natural number and AI . . . . . .  4, 
pairwise disjoint sets with A / -  {a{ . . . . .  a~}, l<<,j<~s. We sometimes refer to a I as the 
element (letter) ai in state j .  
If  A1 . . . . .  A, are sets of  parameters with Ai : {2' t, z,,"_. .} we call the s-tuplc 
~/ = (Al , (A2,x2) . . . . .  (A~,x~)), (2) 
a multi-alphabet system (o f  order s) over A i fx i  ~ A, U {2'1 }, 2<~i<~s. For a system 
,e/ as in (2) we refer to x2 . . . . .  x,. as the market's of the system. 
Let ~ be a multi-alphabet system of order s. If nl . . . . .  n~ are non-negative integers, 
then a parameter word w over A l U. . .  UA, is said to be an (nl . . . . .  n,. )-parameter word 
over ~'/ if it is of the form w= Wl. . .  w~ where each w, is an ascending n,-parametcr 
word over A, and, if for i>~2, the first letter that occurs in w, is the ith marker x~. 
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the parameters of each w, are the first n, 
elements of the parameter set A,. 
The set of (h i , . . .  ,n~)-parameter words of  length m over ,c/ is denoted by ,4  (,,,...,,," -) 
% 
t l l  or by ~4(~) where fi = (nl . . . . .  n,). A typical element of this set is denoted by 
(hi . . . . .  n, )~m ( ,~ ) or w: (n l  . . . . .  n,) --+ m ( ,~ ). 
When the context allows, we omit the symbol (~/ ) .  When s = 1, such a word is 
simply an ascending nl-parameter word of length m over A~. We write w : n~ - -  m, 
, ( )  n l~m or wCA < "' in this case. 
Ill 
Suppose that we are given (n~ . . . . .  m) -2m and some ascending m-parameter word 
l 
m~n of length n over A, we define l ow : (nl . . . . .  n~) -0 n as follows: Firstly, place 
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the ith letter in w in all the occurrences of  the ith parameter 2i of f .  (Here we regard 
w as a parameter word over A1 U ... tO As.) Denote the word thus obtained by f * w. 
We next apply the following closure operation f • w ~ ( f  * w) c on f * w: I f  ak E A 
occurs in f ,  w after some marker xs with j 1> 2 and i is the largest value of  j for 
which this happens (for this occurrence of ak), place ak in state i; that is, replace the 
letter ak by a~ for this occurrence of ak. I f  ak occurs before x2, replace ak by a~. We 
then set f o w = ( f  * w)q It is clear that f o w is an (nl . . . . .  ns)-parameter word of  
length n over d .  
Example. Let d = (A l, (A2, a 2), (A3, 2~)) be a system of order 3 over A ---- {ai, a2, a3, 
a4, a5 }. Consider 
and 
1~1--1 2--242--3--3 (2,2, 1) ~ 8 W ~ a2A1A2a2AIA2AIAI : 
f = a221a322a423a224a225a226a327a42828 : 8 --* 17 
over d and A, respectively. Then 
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 
f * w = a2a2a321 aa22a2a2a221 a222a321 a42121 
and 
f o w ( f  , w)C 1 1 1~1 1~1 I 2 2~2 242 2~3 3~3~3 
= = a2a2a 3 A 1 a4A2a2a2a2A1 a2A2a3 A 1 a4,41A 1 • 
Suppose we have the situation 
(nl . . . . .  ns) --~ f Y m--~ n---~ p, 
then it is clear that 
9o( f  ow)  = (go f )  ow. 
Indeed, it is readily seen that 
(9 * ( f  * w)C) c = (g * ( f  * w))  c. 
Hence 
9 o ( f  o w) = (g* ( f *  w)C) c 
= (g * ( f  * w))  c 
= ((g* f ) *  w) c 
= ((g o f )  * w) c 
=(oo  f )  ow. 
(3) 
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In the sequel we assume that ~ '  is fixed and is given by (2). Let m ~t n be an ascend- 
ing word over A and let Z be an r-colouring of  all the u : (nl . . . . .  n,) ---* n. We write 
'm f r~ 
('-~¢') (4) 
" ) of  the form for 
\ 
when Z assumes a constant value on all u E ~4 ,, ~ ,...,,,, f O W some 
z ,  
w:(n l  . . . . .  n,.) ---+ m. 
X: ~ '  (,~,.",~) ~ [r] (where [r] := {1 . . . . .  r}) there is some If for each r-colouring 
ascending parameter word f : m ~ n over A such that (4) holds, we write 
'/7~ n 
(TAl~.. .  ~ l/,s) 
Theorem B will follow from the following 
Theorem C. I f  A is a f inite alphabet with [A I = t, zf n~ . . . . .  n,. are non-negative 
integers, and m and r natural numbers, then, fo r  some n = n(t, nl . . . . .  n~, m, r)  
It will follow from the proof that the function n depends primitive recursively on 
the parameters t, n~ . . . .  , ns, m and r. 
We now show that Theorem B is a consequence of  Theorem C. For a fixed finite 
alphabet A, let z = (AI , (X2,A2) . . . . .  (xk ,Ak))  be the type of a factorisation ~ of some 
u C A < ("~). Let A I . . . . .  Ak be disjoint copies of  A and let ~¢ = (A l, (A z, Y2 ) . . . . .  (Ak, Yk )) 
be the multi-alphabet system where the marker yi = xl i f  xi is a letter in A and Yi = )Jl 
i f x i  is a parameter. For each i = 1 . . . . .  k, set ng = [AiJ. We say that ~¢ and nl . . . . .  nk 
are derived from ~. Write i f (m)  for the class of  factorisations ~ of the elements 
u of  A< (~') with type(T)= r. We now define a map 4) "~¢ (,~...',,~) ~ Y(~' ) .  ]'.f 
w E ~4 (,,,m,,~) has the factorisation Wl. . .wk,  each wi being a parameter word over 
Ai (i~>2), starting with marker yi, we construct a factorisation q~(w) = (ul . . . . .  uk) of  
w as follows: Each Ug is obtained from wg by replacing any letter a~ in wi by a/ and 
a parameter 2~. by the j th parameter that occurs in Ai. The map ~b is a bijection. 
We thus find, for each m,s and associated type r of  some factorisation of a word 
in A<(m) ,  a bijection q5 from d (n,,.m,,,~) to ~(m)  where d ,n ,  . . . . .  n~ are derived 
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from z. Moreover, these bijections are natural in the sense that if f E A < (N),  then 
(a( f  o w)  = f ,ga(w)  for all w C ~/(,,.'i~.,,,k ). 
We claim that for m, r/>1 and a type z, there exists some n ~> 1 such that for each 
r-colouring Z of ~(~) ,  there is some ascending word f "  m ~ n over A such that 
X( /*~)  is constant for all ~ E -~('~'). We express the latter relationship among m,r  
and z by writing n---+(m),-. To find n, let ~ '  and nl . . . . .  nk be derived from z and apply 
Theorem C to find some n such that 
(h i , . . .  ,nk )  
Then the naturality of the bijections ~b will ensure that n ~(m),. .  
For given m,s ,A  and r, let zl . . . . .  zi be all the possible types of  factorisations of 
elements of A s • Set m0 = m and define ml, . ,ml iteratively by 
mi+l ---+(mi)r, i = 0 . . . . .  I -- 1. 
Tx+l 
A downward induction will show that M = ml witnesses the truth of  Theorem B. 
3. Reductions 
In the sequel all our constructions will be such that they can be executed in primitive 
recursive arithmetic. In order to avoid repetition, we shall refrain from stating in each 
case that the function which is constructed is actually primitive recursive. This fact, 
however, will be very clear from our proofs. 
In this section we reduce the proof of Theorem C to the case where IA] = 1 and 
ni = 1 for i = 1,2 . . . . .  s (see Proposition 4.7). It will follow from Reduction 1 that 
for the case IA] = 1 and ni = 0 or 1, Theorem C is a consequence of  this result. In 
Reduction 2 we use a straightforward adaptation of  Shelah's argument o extend this 
result to any finite alphabet. Theorem C then follows via Reduction 3. 
Reduction 1. Let  ~ be any mult i-alphabet system o f  order s over an alphabet 
A = {a} and let nl . . . . .  ns be natural numbers with ni = 0 or 1. Then for  an), natural 
numbers n and m 
(1, . . .  ,1) (n l , . . . ,ns )  
+-  s -+  O~nz~l  
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ProoL Consider integers nt, . . . ,n , ,  with n, = 0 or 1, and a system 
~/ = (AI , (Ae,x2) . . . . .  (A~,x,)) 
with  A, = {a"}  and xi  E A,. U { ) i  }. 
( ) ( " ' )  Let Z be any r-colouring of ,d  .... i'.[ .... and define an r-colouring Z' of .4 2 ,  ~, 
(,,) 
as fo l lows :  I f  w Wl(.~ll  . . . .  ' _ , . .  )w2(zT) . . .w , ( /q )  E ,d  t ..... I w i th  every factor w,(,;.'i) a 
word over Ai starting with the marker xi, let v vl ... r, E ,c/\(" ."'.,, )one-parameter 
with 
{ wi(2' i) if n i  = 1 
vi = wi(a i) if n i  = O. 
Then define Z' ( w ) = Z( v ). 
If we assume that 
• (H)  
holds, then there exists an ascending z'-monochromatic word f "  n ~ m. This word f 
is also z-monochromatic. [] 
For the next reduction we need Shelah's cube lemma [9]. We recall this lemma as 
formulated by Pr6mel and Voigt in [7], Here we write n for the set {0, 1 . . . . .  t7 1} 
and (~) for the set of all t-element subsets of n. 
Lemma 3.1 (Shelah [9]). Let  m,r  be natural numbers. Then there exists a nat- 
ural number n = Sh(m,r)  with the Jbllowinq propero': Let  Ai, .for O<~i < m, tw 
r-colourimts 
(7) (.)m, • x x ~ [r] .  \2 /  2 
Then there are {ai,  b,.} E (~) ,  i = 0 . . . . .  m - 1 such that .lOt" each i < m 
Ai({ao,  b() } . . . . .  {ai , ,b i _ l} ,a i ,{a i= l ,b i . ]}  . . . . .  {a ..... i,bm 1}) 
= ~({ao ,bo}  . . . . .  {a , _ , ,b ,  ,} ,b , ,{a ,  , ,b ,~,}  . . . . .  {a,,, ,.b,,, ,} ) .  
The f imct ion Sh(m,r) satisfies the equalities 
Sh(1 , r )=r+l  and Sh(m+l . r )=r  sht ' ' ' ' / ' .  
In particular, the function Sh(m,r) is primitive recursive. 
Reduction 2. / f  Theorem C holds' for  IA[ = 1 and ni = 0 or 1 then Theorem C also 
holds Jor IAI = t where t is any natural number and n~ = 0 or 1. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on t, the case t -- 1 being the assumption. 
Consider any system d -- (Al , (A2,x2)  . . . . .  (As,xs))  of order s over A = [t + 1] and 
let d '= (AI , (A2,x~) . . . . .  (As,x~)) be a system derived from ~¢ where 
t i i f x i=( t+ l ) i ,  
x; = xi otherwise. 
Let ~ = (n l , . . . ,ns)  E {0, 1} s. We define M(t ,~,m, r )  as follows: 
M(1, -~,m,r )  = N(-~,m,r) ,  
where N is the primitive recursive function witnessing Theorem C for IA[ = 1 and 
ni = 0 or 1. Moreover, 
M(t  + 1,-~,m,r) = F (M(t , -~,m,r) , t , -~,r) ,  
where F is the primitive recursive function given by 
F(M,  t, ~, r)  = MSh(M, r ~) 
where 
a=( ,+ 1)cardd ' (Mn 1) .  (6) 
We now show that the function M witnesses the truth of Theorem C with ni = 0 or 1. 
Let ~ = (nl . . . . .  ns), m and r be given and suppose M(t , -~,m,r )  witnesses Theorem C 
for alphabets of cardinality t. Set M = M(t , -~,m,r) ,  n = Sh(M,r ~) where a is given 
by (6). We show that nM witnesses Theorem C for alphabets of  cardinality t + 1. 
For x E n, let hx be the word fc(t + 1) n-x of length n over the alphabet {t,t  + 1}. 
For each fl = {x ,y}  E (~) with x < y, let gfl(2) be the 1-parameter word of  length n 
given by 
gfl()~) = tx).y-x(t q- 1 )n--y. 
It follows that g/s(t) = hy and g/s(t + 1) = hx. 
Let X be an r-colouring of ~¢ (nM). The natural bijection between ~¢ (nM) and 
t nM ~¢ (~)  induces an r-colouring A on d ' (n~) .  
For 0 ~<i < M, let ~¢~(M) be the set of words w = WO.. .WM-,  in d ' (~)  with the 
property that wi is not a parameter or a marker. It is clear that 
cardd~(M)  = (t + 1)cardd , (Mn 1) .  
Set Bi = (~) ix  (7) × (2) M- l - i  × d~g;(J~)" 
If a = (c~0 . . . . .  o~i-l,X,O~i+l . . . . .  O~M--I,W) E Bi and w = w0.. .wM-l ,  say, set 
c~(a) = (g~o(WO ) . . .  g~, , (Wi- l  )hxg~,+, (Wi+l)... g~, , (WM-1))c ,  
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where c is the obvious closure such that qS(a) 
t nM 
For 0 ~< i < M, we define an induced colouring 
by 
zli " Bi ~ [r] 
339 
~¢,(,~t). It is clear that E 
Ai(a) = A (~b(a)), a E Bi. 
The colouring Ai can  be identified with an r~-colouring of (2) in x (7) x (2n) M-I-t, 
/l 
where a is given by (6). By the choice of  n, there are a0 . . . . .  aM-I E (2) such that 
t M . for each 0~<i < M and all w E ~¢ffi(n). 
Ai (a0 , . . . ,  a i _ l ,x i ,  a i+ l , . . . ,  aM_ l ,  W) 
~- A i (a  0 . . . . .  ai 1 ,Y i ,  O~i+l . . . . .  aM- I ,W) ,  
where ai = {xi, Yi}. 
Set 
g=g~o(2o)g~,(2,) . . .g~.~ ,() M l )E [ t+ l ]< (nMM) • 
M {0, 1 . . . . .  M 1} are such that wi Suppose w = WO...WM-1 E d (~) and i E - = t + 1 
in any state. Then, since g~,(t + 1) = h, i, we have 
A(g o w) = Ai(ao . . . . .  a i _ l ,X i ,  a i t  1 . . . .  , aM_ I ,W ) 
and, if we write w ~ for the word that we obtain from w by replacing wi = t + 1 in 
any state by wi = t in the same state, then 
A(g o w')  = Ai(c¢o . . . . .  ai - I ,  Yi, a,+l . . . . .  aM-I ,  w'), 
since g~i(t) = hy.,. It follows that A(g o w) = A(g o w'). 
We conclude that the colour of  A(g o w) with w E ~4 '('~) remains unaffected when 
some of  the occurrences of  t + 1 in w are replaced by t. 
Let ,~ ' -  be the system over [t] with the same markers as ,~ ' .  Define 
~k: ,4 - (M)  ~ [r] by 
= o w) .  
Since M = M(t ,~,m, r ) ,  it follows that there is some h E [t]<(Mm) on which 
is monochromatic. Consequently, A assumes a constant value on all 9 o h o u with 
u E o~¢' (m) and thus 9 o h o u is z-monochromatic. This concludes the proof. Lq 
Reduction 3. Let  ~¢ be any multi-alphabet system o f  order s over a f inite alphabet 
A = {al . . . . .  at} and let nl . . . . .  ns be non-neyative inteoers. Then there exists a system 
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of  order l over A and natural numbers ml . . . . .  ml E {0, 1}, such that for  all natural 
numbers n,m and r, 
/% _ _ /7% /% /7% 
. . . .  
O<rn i< l  
(7) 
Proof. Consider non-negative integers n~,...,n~ and a system 
~ = (AI,(Ae,x2) . . . . .  (A~,x~)) 
with Ai = {a] . . . . .  al} and xi E Ai U {Zil} such that xi E Ai if ni = 0 and let (m) w E ~4 ,~,...,,, . 
Let w = w, (21 . . . . .  )J~l )w2 (2~ . . . . .  2~ ) . . .  w~ (2~ . . . . .  Z;'I~ ) where every factor 
Wi(2i! . . . . .  "~iz~) is an ascending ni-parameter word over Ai and where for i/>2 the first 
letter of  w~ is the marker xi. Note that if ns -- 0 then w~ contains no parameters and 
xi E Ai necessarily. 
For every i with n~ > 0, factorise wi into ni subfactors 
i i "i 
W, ' = Wi l ( ;~ l )Wi2( .~2) . . .Win , (Z , , , )  
such that for every j~>2, the first letter in wij(,~i.) is the first occurrence of ):i in wi 
and for i~>2 the first letter in w/1(2~) is the ith marker xi. For every i with ni = 0, 
write wi = wi~, a parameter free word over Ai. 
Now perform the following closure operation on the factorisation w = wll...wt,,l ... 
w.,4 ...W,.,,~. For every k ~> 1, if vk = w,j is the kth factor of w, then form the word 
qS(w) whose kth factor ~k is obtained from vk = wi/ by substituting every occurrence 
i in by a k and every occurrence of the parameter 2~ in wij (if any) of  a letter a,, Wij n 
by the parameter )~. Note that after this closure operation, for k/>2, the first letter of 
the kth factor vk of  ~b(w) will be the same for every w c ~¢ (~..~.,,,). We declare this 
k / 
letter or parameter to be the kth marker Yk of  a system M over A of  order I where l 
is the number of factors ~t. in ~b(w) for every w. This means that q~(w) E ~(  m "] kin, ...,,</ 
where 
= (AI,(A2,Y2) . . . . .  (AI, yt ) ) ,  A,  = {a', . . . . .  4}  
andmi=0 or 1, with l~<i~<l. 
It follows that the mapping 
--+ ; w H ¢(w)  
h i , .  • • ,ns  k, ml ,  . . . ,m l  
( ) and for any f E A < (m) we have that is a bijection and that for every w E ~¢ ..... ff....
~)(f o w)= f o (~b(w)). This proves the implication (7). [] 
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Example.  Let ,~/ = (A i, (Az,x2), (A3 ,x3) ,  (A4 ,x4) )  with x2 = a~, x~ : a 3 and x4 = )~]~ 
be a system of order 4 over A = {al ,az,a3} and consider the word 
' ,lol 1~1 2 2 2 3-3~3 ? ,4°4 4 ( 15 ) 
w : a2X lA la lA~ a3a la  1 a2 / .1A ;a ; / . iA la3  E ~c'/ 
• ~ > ~ ~ ~ . ~  2, O, 2, 1 
Factorise w~, w2, ws and w4 as follows: 
a~a~a~ 3.3 .3 ~.4~,~ 4 
W : a2A iA la  I . . . .  a~A 1 Ava~, A iA la  3 . 
I I 1112 I1'21 lt'~ / ll'a2 w4] 
Then 
(b(lt,) I '1 "11  °'~ 3 3 3 4~4 "5 5 "6^6 6 ( 15 ) 
: a~A1Ala  I AT , a3a la t  a2 -I /qa2 ZL/qa3 C .~ ~ , ~ . . ~ ~ ~ v ~  1, 1,0, 1, 1, 1 
{I T 2 T~ T4 }z5 T/, 
where 
;~ = (A I, (A2, Y2 ), (A3, Y3 ), (A4, y;  ), (As ,  Y5 ), (A6,)'6 ) ), 
with&={a, ,a2  , ,  i a is}, l~<i~<6, and . . . . .  w =2~,  v~ a~, . . . . .  v4=a~,  v~=2~ and V~, 21'. 
4. Proof of Theorem C 
In this section we prove Theorem C for singleton alphabets and for the n~ all equal 
to 1. In view of  the reductions in the previous section, this wil l  conclude the proof  or" 
Theorem C. 
I f  a, bC  [n], we write a < b when max a < max b. We associate with each w 
[1]('~), the subset of  [n] consisting of  those i such that the ith posit ion of  w is filled 
(') by the single parameter )~1- In a similar way, one can associate with each w ff [1] ~ ~,  
a chain a i < -- .  < a~. of  non-empty subsets of  [n], where, for j = 1 . . . . .  k, the se~. 
a~ consists of  the i E [n] such that the ith posit ion of  w is fil led by the j th  parameter 
Z/. It is easily seen that these associations are bijections. Consequently, the proof  of  
Theorem C for s = 1, n l = 1 and IA]= 1 amounts to establishing the fol lowing 
Proposition 4.1. For given r and m, there exists some M -- M(m,  r) such that. Jor each 
r-colouring o f  the non-empO' subsets oi c [M], there exist non-empO' subsets al . . . . .  a,, 
qf [M] such that 
ai < " "  < am (8 
and such that Z assumes a constant value on all unions UicJ a~ where J is' a non-empty 
subset o f  [m]. 
If we replace the condit ion (8) by the weaker requirement that the sets ai are pairwisc 
disjoint, then the proposit ion becomes the wel l -known Folkman theorem (see [7] for a 
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historical discussion). The stronger statement appears in various guises in the literature 
(see, for example, [2]). However, in order to determine the complexity of  the function 
M(m,r) ,  we sketch a proof of  Proposition 4.1. 
Firstly, let T = T(m,r)  be such that for each r-colouring ~ of [T], there are m 
distinct elements nl . . . . .  nm G [T] such that nl -+- ' ' '  q'-nm<~T and such that Z is 
monochromatic on all finite sums E jE J  t'lj where J is a non-empty subset of  [m]. (The 
existence of T is well-known. An iterated exponential upper bound for T has been 
found by Taylor [11].) Secondly, let R(m, n, r), the associated Ramsey number [8], be 
the smallest number R, such that for each Z: (Rm) ~ [r], there exists some Y E (~) on 
which Z is monochromatic. A primitive recursive upper bound for R has been found 
by ErdGs and Rado [ 1 ]. 
Next define the function M(m, r) as follows: Set No = T(m, r) and define NI . . . . .  Nr 
iteratively by 
Ni+~ =R( i+ l ,N i ,  r), i=0  . . . . .  T -1 .  (9) 
Finally, set 
m(m,  r) = Nr. 
The computation of  M(m,r )  involves a substitution by and an iteration over the 
primitive recursive functions T and R, respectively. It follows that M is primitive 
recursive. 
We now show that M has the required properties: For an r-colouring Z of  the non- 
empty subsets of  [M], one can find, in view of the iteration (9), a subset Y of  [M] with 
IY[ = T such that for all non-empty al,a2 C Y, we have z(al)  = x(a2) when lal[ = 
[azl. By our choice of  T, there are natural numbers nl . . . . .  nm with nl + . . "  + nm<~T 
such that Z assumes a constant value on all a c Y such that lal is a finite non-empty 
sum of the n/. Let Z C Y be such that IZ[ = nl + • • • +nm and partition Z into m sets 
al . . . . .  am such that al < a2 < " "  < am and lai[ = ni for i = 1 . . . . .  m. Then X is 
constant on all finite unions of  the ai, as required. 
In the sequel we restrict ourselves to multi-alphabet systems over a sinoleton- 
alphabet A = {a} and to 1-parameter words. Therefore, for notational simplicity, if 
~¢ = (A I, (A2, X2 ) . . . . .  (As, xs)) is a multi-alphabet system of order s over A, we set the 
alphabets Ai = {i} and the parameter sets Ai = {/~i}, 1 <<.i<<,s. 
Given a system ~'  as above, let t be a symbol not in {1 . . . . .  s} t3 {#1 . . . . .  ps}. By 
a t-multi-alphabet system over A we mean a system 
d t = ((A1 ,Xl ), (A2,x2) . . . . .  (As,xs)) t 
with an additional marker xl E {1} U {#l}, and by ~t  1 ..... ~ we indicate the set 
4---- S ~ 
of words w = ~... t x l u where x l u E ~¢ .; , i >~ 0. We also write (x2 . . . . .  Xs) for 
i 
the system ~¢ and (xl . . . . .  xs) t for ~ , t  
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If f = f l  ... f,, is any ascending m-parameter word of length n, then for i = 1 . . . . .  m 
we denote by fu) the right factor f j . . .  f ,  of f where f /=  ).~ and the first occurrence 
of the ith parameter 2~ of f is the jth letter of f (at position j of f ) .  
Example. If f = aa21aa2t22a22 then f())  = 21aa2122a22 and f (2)  = ,~2a22" 
( , )  f eA  < (v~' and w=l . . . ] ' x ,u  E ~4 t 1 ..... 1 then the substitution ofw in f If 
i 
is defined by 
f ow= t...~ (f(i+')o(x,u)). 
N-I.I "(i+l )1 
Example. Consider the J-system • t = (#1,2) t over A and let f = aa2t 2222a23a24 E 
A< ( ] )  and w= #12#22 E ~t(  4 4 i., ) (,.1)' Then f o w = t J #1222#222. 
Let ~¢ t = (xl . . . . .  xs) t be a t-system of order s over a singleton alphabet A, and Z an 
r _co lour ingof~t (  U ) ~,) ( ,, ) l ..... l . I f fEA  < ( is such that for everyg, hE .~t  L ..... i 
we have z ( f  o g) = z ( f  o h) then we say f is z-monochromatic and we write 
n ~ x N  (az~'t). (10) 
(1, . . .  ,1) 
If for every r-colouring Z of d t( ~.'~j.. ) there exists a monochromatic word [ 'E  
A < (N) such that (10) holds, we write 
(1, . . .  ,1) 
(1 
Proposition 4.2. Let A be a singleton alphabet. There is a primitive recursive function 
N = N(n,r) such that for any natural numbers n and r 
(I) 
= (x l ) t )  (12i 
holds .for every t-system d t = (x, )t of order 1 over A. 
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The strategy for the proof is to prove Proposition 4.2 separately for the cases x~ = 1 
and xl =/~1. The proof for the case xl -- 1 follows from the following result. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a singleton alphabet and ~¢ t = (1)t. There exists a primitive 
recursive function N ~ = N'(n,r)  such that for any natural numbers n>~2 and r>~ 1, 
U' is such that for an), r-eolouring Z of  s / t  ("; ')  there exists an n-parameter word 
f E A < ('~j) such that for every w E ~¢f ('() the colour z ( fo  w) depends on the 
number of  ts only. 
Proof. Define for every natural number m and any w E ~dt(~ ') the norm I[wll to 
be the number of ts in w and write J t ( ' l " ) i  for the set {w E d t (~)  ' Ilwll = i). 
The proof is by induction on n. For n = 2 set N ' (2 , r )  = 2 and let f = 2122. 
Suppose that N ~ = N'(n,r)  has been found for some n~>2 and let M = M(N' , r )  
where M is defined in Proposition 4.1 and set N~(n + 1,r) = M + 1. 
Z be any r-colouring of  ~¢ f (g~l ) .  For a one-parameter word z of  length M, Let 
set ¢(z)  = z( lz) .  By the choice of  M there exists a C-monochromatic N/-parameter 
word ul in the parameters 22 . . . . .  2N,+1. I f  we define wl = 21ul then wl has the 
property that if gE  ~t (X '+ ' )  then Uwlogl l  =0  and i fg ,  hE .d  t (N '+ ' ]  then 
0 \ 1 /0  
Z04.'l 0 g )  = Z(W1 0 h). 
We now define an r-colouring Z' on ~¢t ( '~ ' )  as follows: , f zE  ~¢ t ( , ' ; ' )  then 
X / 
Z'(z) = Z(wl o tz). By the induction hypothesis there exists an n-parameter word 
x E A < ' in the parameters 22 . . . . .  2,+1 such that if g, h E s J t ( ' l ' ) i  then Z'(x o g) = 
Zt(xoh),  O<~i<~n - 2. 
It now follows that w = 21(ul o x) E A < \ ,+1 ] has the property that if 
A t{"+I '~  then Z(wog)=z(woh) ,  O~i<~n-1 .  [] g,h E \ I }i 
Lemma 4.4. For a singleton alphabet A there is a primitive recursive function 
Nl = Nl (n, r) such that (12) holds for each n >>. 2 and r >~ 1 with N = N1 and Xl = 1. 
Proof. We use the norm defined in the proof of  Lemma 4.3. Set m = r(n - 2) + 2 
and N1 = Nl(m, r) where N I is as in the formulation of  that lemma. 
Let Z be an r-colouring of  ~¢ t(,~,). By Lemma 4.3 there exists an m-parameter 
word x E A < ( '~)  such that if f ,  g C d f ( ]  ') and I l f r l - - I Pg l l  then Z(x * f )=  Z(x o g). 
Since there are m - 1 possible norms and m - 1 = r(n - 2) + 1, there are n - 1 norms 
m/ with 0 ~<m0 ~<... ~<mn-2 ~<m-  2 such that all x o r with r in ~4 t (]')mj are of  the 
same colour. 
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Consider the word 
r=a. . .a / , . l  a . . .a  )~ . . . .  ;%-2 
11l~ Iil I I~10 - -  I 
a. . .a  ),, I),,, a . . .a  EA< imj .  f "~ 
~ n \7  
nT i , IJh~ 3 I t it Jt ,, , 2 
If  we set w = x o z it is clear that w is z-monochromatic. U! 
Lemma 4.5. For a singleton alphabet A there exists a primitive recurslt:e j imction 
N: = N2(n, r) such that (12) holds for  each n >~ 1 and r >~ 1 with N N: and x l =:/tl. 
Proof. Let N, M(n , r )  where M is defined in Proposition 4.1. Let Z be any 
r-colouring of  .~/t ('~1'~). Define an r-colouring Z' on A < ('xl ~ ) as follows: 
i i 
with )~z and l l lz one-parameter words over A. By the choice of N2 there exists an 
ascending z'-monochromatic n-parameter word f n ~ N2 over A. For 1 ~<i ~<n write 
. f=  u i f  li) and let ]ui[= ki. Then for eve~ w C '~-'/+ ('1') with w ~.. .~/t,z we have 
that i 
. fo  w = t . . .  t ( , f  ~it ° ~lz) .  
k, 
Note that the first letter after the t 's  is /~l. Therefore, 
z(f  ° w)= z'(a...a(fl'~o ~)) 
k~ 
= Z .f ° 2z = c. 
l 
[] 
Proof  of Proposition 4.2. It is clear that N(n, r) = max {Ni (n, r), N2(n, r)} satisfies the 
requirements, where Nl(n, r) and N2(n, r) are defined in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. i 
Proposition 4.6. For given s, m, r and a singleton alphabet A there exists a primitirc 
reeursive.fimction N = N(s, re, r) such that 
 V/N 
. .  71) 
holds Jbr every #(-system ~¢ t = (xt . . . . .  x, )~ o f  order s over A. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on s and will occupy paragraphs 4.1-4.8. 
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4,1. Let d t = ( (A l ,x l ) ,  (A2,x2) . . . . .  (A~,xs)) t be any t-system of order s over A, where 
A is a singleton alphabet. For a word w = ]'...J'wl . . .w, E d ~-'i '~ with each 
wi a 1-parameter word over Ai whose first letter is the marker xi of the system d* ,  
define T(w), the tail of  w, to be the fight factor w2... w, and let Ilwlt, the norm of  w, 
be the length of  ~(w). 
4.2. Let ~ be the system (A l , (A2 ,x2)  . . . . .  (A~-i,xs-1)) of  order ( s -  1) and ( , , )  vC~ i ........... 1 fo rsomen>~s- l .  Wedenotebyf f ' thewordover (A2 , (A3 ,x3)  . . . . .  
(As ,x , ) )  obtained from v by increasing the state of  each letter by one and substituting 
each marker xi by xi+l, i = 2 , . . .  ,s - 1. 
4.3. For d t we now introduce parameters k and K, depending on the markers x2 . . . . .  Xs 
t /  " \ only, such that if n>~l and w E ~¢ ~ l ..... 1 l ,  then Ilwll >//, and Iw[ -  tlwll ~>g. \~---s'--~} 
When seen over all possible systems over A the parameters k and K are bounded 
by K~<2 and k<<,2(s -  1). 
4.4. The case s = 1 of  Proposition 4.6 follows from Proposition 4.2. 
Suppose N = N(s -  1,m,r) has been found for some s~>2. We now fix ~¢t = 
((AI,Xl),(A2,x2) . . . . .  (A~,x0) t and set M = (A1 ,  (A2 ,x2)  . . . . .  (ds-l,Xs-l)). We choose 
l such that k+ l -  1 = N and we set n M = K where k ,K  are the parameters associated 
\1 zl~f".'~k -- Z+ "1" ~2.I ) with ~4 * as in the preceding paragraph. For i = 1 . . . . .  I, set ~ = card~ ~ . 
We define nz . . . . .  n~ by the requirement that for given ni+~, the number ni satisfies 
r t i+ i  _ _ rq -1  
(1) 
( (Z l ) t ) -  (14) 
The existence of ni - 1 is ensured by Proposition 4.2. We shall show that (13) holds 
for N replaced by NI = nl + k - 1. Since there are only finitely many t-systems over 
A of  order s, this will establish the existence of  N(s ,  m,r ) .  
4.5, For 1 <~i<~l + 1, set mi = (k - 2) + i and N/ = ni + mi. In order to show that 
NI has the required properties, let g be any r-colouring of  d r ( \  l"l~l~-~s / " Consider the 
statement 
Pi: There exists an ascending word f i - l  : Ni ~ Nl over A such that for every 
W E ~" 1 . . . . .  1 with ILwll~<mi, the colour z ( f i - I  ow)  depends on ~(w) only. 
We shall show that Pi holds for 1 ~ i ~ l + 1. 
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Note that P1 holds vacuously because ml = k - 1 is strictly less than the least norm. 
We fix f0  to be the unique ascending word f0  : NI --~ N1 over A. 
4.6. Inductively assume that P i  holds for 1 ~<i < l + 1. Define an r-colouring 
(, ) × ~ .V - - l "  I --+ [r] 1 
by 
Z'(u,v) = z ( f i - I  o (UXzV")). 
NOW X' induces an r~'-colouring Z" of (Xl)t("'~ 1), so, by (14), there exists an as- 
cending word f;~ : ni+l --~ ni - 1 over A which is x"-monochromatic. This means that 
for every v E N .;.._..(.21 there is some c(v) E [r] such that 
for all w E (x l ) t  ( '7 ' ) .  
4.7.  Set f~  = 
f~'.  Note  that 
if wE  ~/ t (N i+ l )  I ..... I with Hw[I 
(x )t ("7') and 
f~ o w = (f ; t  owl )'r(w). 
#! f i  ~1 . . .~  where z = mi+l  and where ~j . . . . .  ~= are parameters not in 
since Ni+ 1 = rti+ I ÷ mi+l, we have that f ;  E A < (,~,~,). Furthermore, 
= mi+l then, writing w = wl~(w), it follows that 
So it follows from the final remark in 4.6 that for Ilwll : mi+l  the colour /A.f~ I ° 
( f ;  o w)) depends on z(w) only. 
Moreover, if [[w u <~mi then f ;ow again has the form zz(w) and since [[f;ow][ = llw! 
it follows by the induction hypothesis in 4.5 that in this case z(f~-~ o ( f ;  o w)) also 
depends on z(w) only. This proves that the statement Pi+l holds for f i  = f i  J o f ; .  
Therefore, Pi holds for all 1 ~< i ~< l + 1. 
4.8. Since Pt+, holds, there exists an Nl+l-parameter word f ,  E A < (()/i~) such that 
for every w E ~t (  u'+' ) 1~...,~ with [Iw]] <~rnt+l, the colour ~( f /o  w) depends on ~(w) 
only. 
Since N/+I = nt+l + ml+l = K + rnt+l, and thus [[wH<~ml+l for every 
WE~ff t (  N+K ) 
I ..... I , the colour ~( f l  o w) depends on t(w) only. 
s - -~  
Let ~ t be the t-system ((A j,xl ), (A2,x2) . . . . .  (A~_ i,xs-i ))~ of order s - 1 and define 
(N)  ~, :~ ' t  1 ........... 1 --*[r] 
~s- l~ 
348 
by 
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~h(t.. .t v) = z ( f t  o(xl #, .../~t v~)) 
i K+i -  1 
where a is defined in 4.2. 
By the choice o fN  = N(s - 1,re, r) (in 4.4) 
(I+L ; - i  A+l) 
holds for some f E A < (~,~i)' Say f is monochromatic of  colour c. Set 
(b= f ,o~. .~f  EA< (N '> 
K 
and let w E d t i,. . Our aim is to show that Z((b o w) -- c. Write w -- w j ~(w) 
and set K = ]wl]. It is clear that if we write f - - f i r  (K+I), then 
f o w -- u (f(~-+l) o ~(w)) , 
where u = f l  o wl. Using this notation, we have that 
(bow= flo ((t...tf)ow) 
K 
-- s ,o  o 
K 
Since f(,~+l)o ~(w) = ~( fow)  it follows from the construction of f l  that (bow has 
the same colour with respect o Z as does 
f l  0 (X l~ IK - l+ 'u l ( f  (K+I) O T(W)))  . 
Let G and g be the ( l ........... 1 ~_parameter words over (d t such that \ J 
Ga = f (~+l )  o ~(w)  and gG = "c(w). 
Then 
Z((b o w) = z ( f  l o (xlp~ l+[,,l(f(~-+,) o z(w))) 
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I.~ I 
:e .  
This shows that 
\ / x  = 
V 
(1 , . . . ,1 )  
+-- S --+ 
as required. This completes the proof of the proposition. [] 
Proposition 4.7. For a singleton alphabet A there exists a primitive recursive j imetion 
N = N(s, m, r) such that i f  s, m and r are natural numbers, then 
(1 , . . . ,1 )  
+-- s -+  
(15) 
holds Jor every multi-alphabet system o/' order s over A. 
Proof. Let N be such that 
m+l  N 
(Wt /  
( i  . . . . .  1) 
.e-- $ ---} 
holds for every t-system ~ ~ of order s over A. 
Let ~c/ ---- (x2 . . . . .  x,.) now be any multi-alphabet system of order s over A. We prove 
that (15) holds. (,r) 
Let Z be any r-colouring of  ~ t.. T'~ and consider the t-system ~</~ = ( I,,v~ .. . . . .  v, )i 
/ ' )  of order s over A. Define an r-colouring Z' on ,~/* t ..... ~ such that 
Z'(t . . .  t lw) = z( l~  1,,'). 
./ / 
By the choice of  N there exists an ascending (m + 1 )-parameter word f : m + 1 - -  N 
over A, monochromatic of  colour c with respect o Z', in particular, 
z'(f°lw)=e for all lwE~e/  1; /~ . 
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Let f '  • m ~ N be f with '~1 replaced by a. Hence, if f = ~.k~f  0), then for 
i 
m 
x( f '  o w) = g( f  o (lw)) 
= )f (,a&~.a(/O) o (lw))) 
i 
= o<lw))) 
i 
= )ff(f o (lw)) 
-=c. []  
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